
 While working on a piece for the Athens Epidaurus Festival I became interested in the use of mathematical sieves. I 
was writing scripts to create and implement these simple algorithms. To test these new tools, I was connecting the 
numeric outcomes from the sieves to my aforementioned system of sound synthesis. I wanted to move away from 
the grinding and sputtering of my earlier works like “Sketches of Spetter!” Previously, my main area of focus was 
quick overlapping groups of oscillators. A haze of partials streaming by in a semi-unstable state. I wanted to reduce 
these synthesis groupings back down to their foundational elements, a single short pulse. If I were to examine one 
drdrop of water, could I perceive the layout of the mill worker’s apartment? This understanding would not become ap-
parent from listening to one drop of water. What drops should I listen to? How can the disparate connections be-
tween water slapping against algae, the mill workers’ relationship to their manager, and the spatial configuration of 
their bathrooms be examined on their own and against one another? The sieve acts to answer these questions. The 
sieve is a tool, an operation that works to reduce, reorganize, and form collections based on the relations of distinct el-
ements. That tool is a filter by which reduction formulates new perspectives and pushes abstract notions of conn
tivity and disparity. For my purposes, the sieve acts upon the way in which I generate sound. In turn, the mathemati-
cal filter becomes a sonic, perceptual and metaphorical filter. The stream (both aurally and allegorically) is sorted by a 
sieve, reducing and reordering elements from their original cluttered and chaotic form. 

 Immediately, I found that a metered pulse emerged when a cluster of busy partials were reduced to a single short 
tone. Although minimal in configuration, when the single pulse’s timing was dictated by mathematically symmetric 
and asymmetric sets, the numerically derived relationship between sensation and silence took on patterned and 
geometric forms. I generated many different collections of shapes, their forms defined by repetition and timbre. The 
generation and arrangement of these shapes all share conceptual notions of connectivity. On the timeline, a cyclical 
audio event in one part of the work has relations to other seemingly unrelated events and processes that generated a 
sousound before and after it. These pulsed constructions often communicated the sensation of mass and space more ef-
fectively than the hyper-speed sputterings of my earlier work with this method of synthesis. I felt the distances be-
tween the short-lived pitch sensations took on a relationship similar to lines intersecting and overlapping. As I further 
experimented with different sets as input into the sieves, the numerous pulsed rhythmic outputs started to conjure 
perceptual comparisons to geometric forms, positive and negative space and embedded meta structures. As the 
waveforms were being stacked and arranged in my DAW, the emerging shapes reminded me of Gino Valle’s “Social 
Housing Complex”, in Giudecca, Venice. While the rules of my piece did not follow a strict conceptual guide like Val-
le’s use of a 165x165 grid, I did find creative conceptual momentum by transposing the architectural and socio-politi-
cal notions inherent in “Social Housing Complex” juxtapose my own compositional queries.

 Past the welcoming doors of an introduction, the entrance gives way to an expansive sonic glimpse of interlocking 
overtones simultaneously forming and collapsing together. A togetherness composed of collections of small individ-
ual disjointed events building a weaved whole. At this structure’s core, a single millisecond-long band limited im-
pulse. A mere click, a pop, a solitary sensation that barely registers to our ears. Yes, air has been moved but what has 
the vibration communicated aside from a brief disturbance? In my previous studies, I found when these pulses were 
grouped, multiplied, and quickly crossfaded, they gave way to the aural sensation of “texture.” I would even go as far 
as to say these processes created “musical gestures.” The simplest comparison would be the sound of a drop of water 
playing its individual sonic role in the mass of a flowing stream. Within these masses, swarms of pulses quickly co-
habitate with one another. In granular synthesis terminology these generations of groupings are commonly referred 
to as a “cloud.” Unlike the silent clouds that linger above, acting as an out of reach barrier between us and the 
cosmos, the stream, or river, is a rapid moving and sounding event here on earth. I find this analogy a way to differen-
tiate my method of synthesis from other granular/particle synthesis techniques. However, the comparison between 
these procedures and the sonic assembly of a river is not fully applicable. In my method, I use extremely short cross-
fades to move between many different synchronous masses. To understand this, It might be helpful to move away 
from the river. Zoom out in scope and definition to include the nearby mill as part of the river. Further broaden this 
metaphorical river to include the mill workers, their families, their commute, and the collective architectural layout of 
the homes they inhabit when not using the sum collective force of water to break solid materials into smaller, usable 
pieces. 



 On a more tacit level, grids are composed of lines. The use of the line 
in Valle’s housing complex had a great influence on my working pro-
cess. In Valle's design a line becomes a grid through simple cyclical 
constraints. A mark becomes a grid, a grid becomes a building. The 
transformation from a line to a constructed housing complex is a leap 
from a concept to a tangible container of reality. This jump is what 
imbues any building with a multitude of symbolic and literal meanings. 
I did I did not intend for the sounds on this cd to have such a direct mean-
ing. At most, I wished to see how the placement of a wall and a click 
could be meaningful and incite contemplative thought and composi-
tional guides. The relationship between a strange synthesized sound, 
the mental image of the layout of a mill or a conceptual bend in a river 
should only help you enjoy the arrangement of sounds. “165x165cm” 
functions as a bridge from my earlier work with fleeting sonoric masses 
to learning how to make meaningful work within a simple structured 
form. Instead of marks that turn into concrete, my lines construct a 
unique mental image as a listenable experience. 

 On one level, the symmetric and gridded construct of Valle’s modernist housing block mirrored the percussive tran-
sients of the waveforms I was generating. The parallels between the sonics on my timeline and the numerous perspec-
tives of the building were immediate. The way in which the eye perceives the repeated and punctuated shapes of the 
housing block was a fitting analogy for the way in which the sonic shapes unwind from my DAW’s timeline. Most impor-
tantly, I felt the building's demarcation of space through the use of intricate spatiality resonated with how I was utilizing 
mathematical sets to sonically construct complex relationships between silence and sonic events. I felt an affinity for the 
manner in which Valle’s space is concerned with creating tension between notions of the singular and the whole, a ten-
sion I perceived as existing between the micro and macro elements of the building’s design. This playfulness was readily 
transferable to the goals of what I was trying to make. I was intent on exploring how the perception and definition of indi-
vidual components in relation to a larger sonic whole could be transversed while engaging with different creative and 
conceptual relations. The subjective manner in which the listener experiences sound is akin to the lived experience of ar-
chitecture. More importantly, the relation of space fractured between the individual in a room, a room in a building, a 
building in a city is comparable to the spectral composite of a sound work. As I created the piece, I kept asking myself- 
what are the components that inhabit each sensation?  Within each moment as well as with each section of “165x165cm”, 
a multitude of sensations exists in a defined relationship with one another. In Valle’s project, the grid acts as a filter. The 
grid is a means to understand and make meaningful decisions in regard to design. In my own work, in the simplest terms 
I constructed a grid, a multitude of grids within grids. A lattice of silences, events, and changes. A collection of sharp at-
tacks, beating tones, and configured clicks. I was trying to understand the sound I was working with and make meaning-
ful decisions.n a city is comparable to the spectral composite of a sound work. As I created the piece, I kept asking myself- 
what a
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